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Free Trade
Trade deals allowing countries to focus on their
core competitive advantages, maximixing
economic output.
 
Focus is on removing restrictions, tariffs, and
regulations placed on the import and export of
goods. 
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Free Trade
Efficiency means lowers costs
 
Financial markets control price
 
Diverse goods are available in new areas
 
Susceptible to temperature / changes in climate
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Free Trade
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THE HAPPY BUYER / FRUSTRATED COFFEE PRODUCER SCENARIO: 
 
A FROST OCCURS JULY 2ND IN BRAZIL AND COFFEE PRICES SKYROCKET. DUE TO THE
AFOREMENTIONED CONTRACT THE PRODUCER MUST STILL SELL HIS COFFEE AT THE PREVIOUSLY
AGREED UPON PRICE, WHICH IS LOWER THAN THE MARKET PRICE.THE PRODUCER THEREFORE
LOSES MONEY COMPARED TO WHAT THE THEY COULD HAVE RECEIVED HAD HE OR SHE SOLD THE
COFFEE TODAY.
 
THE BROKE BUYER / PLEASED COFFEE PRODUCER SCENARIO: 
 
A FROST THAT WAS EXPECTED TO OCCUR IN BRAZIL DID NOT AND THERE IS A HUGE EXCESS OF
COFFEE ON THE MARKET. PRICES IN JULY DROP BUT DUE TO THE AFOREMENTIONED CONTRACT THE
BUYER MUST STILL PAY THE AGREED UPON HIGHER PRICE OF COFFEE AND THEREFORE LOSES
MONEY COMPARED TO WHAT HE OR SHE WOULD HAVE PAID FOR THE SAME EXACT COFFEE TODAY.
Fair Trade
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The minimum price is meant to set a floor to keep farmers afloat
in the event of a global commodities collapse. When market prices
are above the minimum, which is typical, producers receive the
market rate.
 
The premium is a bonus, with restrictions. The premium doesn’t
go directly to individual workers. Rather, the money must be used
for democratically agreed-upon worker welfare programs.
Fair Trade
Farmers have support through cooperatives
 
Access to credit
 
Stable income --> less need for child labor.
 
Preserve natural habitats and climate
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An international, non-profit ogranization as well
as a social movement based on the simple idea
that the products we buy and sell are connected to
the livelihoods of others.
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WHAT  IS  FAIR  TRADE?
Fair Trade seeks to enable economic development
 through equitable trading partnerships.
Fair trade organizations created a voluntary
certification program that allows transparency
throughout the supply chain.
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WHAT  IS  FAIR  TRADE?
Many products are made using fairly traded
ingredients, but choose not to pay to carry the a logo.
When in doubt you can contact the manufacturer for
confirmation.
Fair trade organizations created a voluntary
certification program that allows transparency
throughout the supply chain.
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COMMITMENT TO FAIR TRADE
EDUCATION AND EVENTS
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PASS A FAIR TRADE RESOLUTION
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THE  FUTURE . . .
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Searching  for  new  steering  committee
Follow  our  progress :  
Our  website
@students4sustainableaction
